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Clue 1

Let’s start this quilt off with a BANG! We will be doing the first set of curves! Keep the 
templates from this clue, we will use them again for another clue in a different colour way. 
If we make them in different clues, we are (I am) less likely to get confused (smiley face). 
We need eight of these units, no matter which size you choose, 10”, 12”, or 15” blocks…
lap, twin, queen, and king all need eight. Your completed Block A units (curves) for this 
clue will measure 10-1/2”, 12-1/2”, or 15-1/2”. Block B will be some stars, watch the charts 
for your chosen size.

TEMPLATE SIZING: The long side of the “pie crust” should measure the completed size of 
your blocks. The short sides should measure 2-1/4” for the 10-1/2”, 2-1/2” for the 12-1/2”, 
and 3” for the 15-1/2” units. The “pie filling” should measure 8-3/4” for the 10-1/2”, 10-1/2” 
for the 12-1/2” blocks, and finally 13” for the 15-1/2” blocks along those two straight edges.

Let’s cut and assemble!!
Block A:

I have a YouTube video on our channel for a few tips to 
help out with these curves. I love to fold and finger press 
both units at the centre. I mate the crust to the filling at 
these points and pin in these three places. I slowed the 
stitch speed because slow and steady wins the race with 
puckers (with the “lack” of puckers!!). 

Here are my completed units.

Block B:
Every size needs four of these except the twin which requires two. These cutting charts 
are by finished size of blocks. (Cutting charts are FOUR completed squares.)

BACKGROUND 1 ALL Sizes

Template B (pie filling) 8

BACKGROUND 2 ALL Sizes

Template A (pie crust) 8

BACKGROUND 1 10” blocks 12” blocks 15” blocks

4-5/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 4-5/8” squares 4

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonals for triangles 16

BACKGROUND 1
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3-7/8” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 3-7/8” squares 16

5-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 4

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonals for triangles 16

4-1/2” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 4-1/2” squares 16

6-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 6-1/4” squares 4

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonals for triangles 16

5-1/2” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 5-1/2” squares 16

10” blocks 12” blocks 15” blocksBACKGROUND 1

BACKGROUND 2 10” blocks 12” blocks 15” blocks

4-5/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 4-5/8” squares 8

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonal for triangles 32

5-1/4” WOF strips 1-2

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 8

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonal for triangles 32

6-1/4” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 6-1/4” squares 8

Cut squares on BOTH 
diagonal for triangles 32
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*This measurement should be about 4-1/16”, larger than 4”, but smaller than 4-1/8”.

We are assembling some hourglass stars today, but not in the common manner. We will be 
assembling them “on point” because it is easier to measure the centre properly this way 
and reduces bulk at what would have been some centre seams. Let’s use our  SPLASH 
OF COLOUR squares with the COMPLIMENT rectangles.

We will use the short rectangles on opposite sides of the square, followed by the longer 
rectangles on the top and bottom. We will have a larger square now.

SPLASH OF COLOUR 10” blocks 12” blocks 15” blocks

2-7/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 2-7/8” squares 4

3-3/8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 3-3/8” squares 4

*4+” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 4+” squares 4

COMPLIMENT 10” blocks 12” blocks 15” blocks

1-3/4” WOF strips

Sub-cut to 1-3/4” x 2-7/8” 
rectangles 8

AND 1-3/4” x 5-1/4” 
rectangles 8

2” WOF strips 2-3

Sub-cut to 2” x 3-3/8” 
rectangles 8

AND 2” x 6-1/4” rectangles 8

2-1/4” WOF strips 2-3

Sub-cut to 2-1/4” x 4+” 
rectangles 8

AND 2-1/4” x 7-5/8” 
rectangles 8
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Here is the COMPLETELY deconstructed block:

Now that the centre is complete, we will assemble those outside corners by using our 
BACKGROUND 1 squares and BACKGROUND 2 triangles on adjacent sides:

Believe it or not, we are ready to assemble this block!

As you can see, we will assemble it like a 9-patch, quick 
and easy, reducing bulk!
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